
SCALE & ARPEGGIO PRACTICE BINGO - 6th Grade Orchestra  

                                                      

 STRIVE for 3 BINGOS each week!  Challenge: get a FULL board BINGO every week!  

After each week rotate the scales row to the right to get different ways to practice each scale. For example, next week C 

major will be in column 1, D Major in column 2, etc.  Happy practicing! 

 

Scale Tips 

Scale: D Major 
D E F# G A B C# D 

Arpeggio: D F# A D A F# D 

Scale: G Major 

G A B C♮ D E F# G 

Arpeggio: G B D G D B G 

Scale: D Mixolydian 

D E F# G A B C♮ D 

Arpeggio: D F# A D A F# D 

 

Scale: D Dorian 

D E F♮ G A B C♮ D 

Arpeggio: D F♮ A D A F♮ D 

Scale: C Major 

C D E F♮ G A B C♮ 

Arpeggio: C E G C G E C 

Play scale 3x in a row 

using whole bow. Focus 
on having good left 

hand position. 

Perform scale for a 

family member (pets 
included. 

Play scale while looking 

at your bow the entire 
time (no peeking at 

fingers!). 

Play scale with your 

eyes closed. Listen 
carefully for good 

intonation and good 

tone. 

Play scale 3x in a row 
using whole bow. 

Record yourself playing 

the scale, then try 
playing along with your 

recording in a round 
(canon). 

Play arpeggio of scale 
5x in a row. 

Pick your favorite fruit. 
Now perform the scale to 

the rhythm of that fruit. 

(Can-ta loupe = ♫♩ (ti-ti ta) 

Play scale 3x in a row, 
but start at the highest 

note and go down, 

then up. 

Play scale in 3 different 

rooms of your house, 
looking at your bow the 

entire time (no peeking 
at fingers). 

Play scale with "doubles" 
(every note gets played 
twice, like eighth notes) 

Play scale in 3 different 
rooms of your house. 

CHALLENGE: 

Play every scale 

and arpeggio in a 

day! 

Play scale slurring 2 
notes per bow 

 

Play scale with "doubles" 
(every note gets played 
twice, like eighth notes) 

Play scale 3x practicing 
slurs 

1. Slur 2 notes 
2. Slur 3 notes 

3. Slur 4 notes 

Speed test: Play scale 5x 
in a row, but get a little 

faster after each 

repetition 

Play scale with "doubles" 
(every note gets played 

twice, like eighth notes) 

Speed test: Play scale 
5x in a row, but get a 
little faster after each 

repetition 

Play scale followed by 
the arpeggio 

Play arpeggio of scale 

5x in a row. 

Play scale with your eyes 
closed. Listen carefully 

for good intonation 

(playing in tune) and 

good tone (playing with 

a good sound). 

Play scale 3x in a row 
using whole bow. Focus 

on keeping right thumb 
bumped at the frog. 

Play arpeggio of scale 

5x in a row. 

Perform scale for a 

family member (pets 
included)! 



 

Violin  
G Major: Practice scale in both octaves.   
 Lower octave: start on open G and use the 2-3 finger pattern (high 2's).   
 Upper octave: start on 3rd finger on D string and use the 1-2 finger pattern* (low 2's) on A&E strings. 

C Major: Start scale on 3rd finger on G string and use 1-2 pattern on D&A strings.  Remember to play F♮ and C♮! 

 
Violinists who know the second octaves of the D and C scale can also practice them using this BINGO chart. 
 

*When using the 1-2 pattern, avoid "blocking" fingers when going down scales. Use a solo 3rd finger or set 1&3 together to 
avoid playing C# or F#, depending on the scale. 2nd finger must be placed next to 1st! 
 

Viola 
C Major: Practice scale in both octaves.   

 Lower octave: start on open C and use the 2-3 finger pattern (high 2's). 
 Upper octave: start on 3rd finger on G string and use the 1-2 finger pattern* (low 2's) on D&A strings.  

 Remember to play F♮ and C♮!  

 
Violists who know the second octaves of the D and C scale can also practice them using this BINGO chart. 
 
*When using the 1-2 pattern, avoid "blocking" fingers when going down scales. Use a solo 3rd finger or set 1&3 together to 
avoid playing C# or F#, depending on the scale. 2nd finger must be placed next to 1st! 
 

Cello 
C Major: Practice scale in both octaves.   
 Lower octave: start on open C and use the fingering 1 34 on both strings. 
 Upper octave: start on 4th finger on G string and use the fingering 12 4 on D&A strings.  

 Remember to play F♮ and C♮ 2nd finger!  

 

Bass 
D Major: when in 3rd position on G string, use 2-4 for C#-D 

D Mixolydian: when in 3rd position on G string, use 1-4 for C♮-D 

D Dorian: Use 2nd finger for F♮ and when in 3rd position on G string, use 1-4 for C♮-D 

C Major fingering: C(2), D(0), E(1), F(2), G(0), A(1), B(2), C(4) 2nd position!--half step higher than first position. 

G Major: All in 1st position. Start on 2nd finger on E string, use 2nd finger on A for C♮, but 4th finger on D for F#. 


